The effect of human cell immersed in culture liquid under a microgravity environment has been investigated. The study is based on the numerical simulation of the configuration of human cell affected by the time dependent variation of gravity acceleration ranging from 10 _ to 2 go (go = 9.81 mls 2) in 15 seconds. Both the free floating cell and the cell contacted to the upper and lower inclined wails imposed by the timedependent reduced gravity acceleration are considered in this study. The results show that the cell configuration changes from spherical to horizontally elongated ellipsoid for both the free floating cell and the cell sitting on the lower inclined wall while the cell configuration varies from spherical to vertically elongated ellipsoid for the cell hanging to the upper inclined watt when the grav/ty acceleration increases. Experimental observations, carded out in the KC-135 free fall aircraft test of the deformation of human cells exposed to the variation of gravity levels, show that the results of experimental observations agree exactly with the theoretical model computation described in this paper. These results are significant for humans exposed to the microgravity environment.
I. Introduction A variety of forces influence human cell shape. To name a few, these forces include osmotic and hydrodynamic pressure gradients for a cell of inherent compartmentalization to be utilized to promote transport and other functional processes as well as motile functions such as protrusions and blebbing. Surface tension between the cellular membrane and the eternal surroundings has been shown to play a potentially important role in cell shape, especially during deformation of spherical cells. The cytoskeleton, cellular membrane and attachments between the two create a cell which has certain viscoelastic properdes including creep, relaxation and hysteresis. Contraction by the elements of the cytoskeleton alone and in contact with the membrane imparts an active element to shape changes.
It further complicates attempts to understand the cell Life in space is exposed to microgravity (Todd, 1989) .
In particular, the effects of reduced gravity is still a lack of knowledge about the local structures of a cell which may react to gravity.
Biological organization, genetics, morphological characteristics of single cell and whole organisms will be affected under microgravity conditions (Cogoli and Gumunder, 1991; Cogoli, et al., 1990) . Space experiments represent the most spectacular segment in gravitational cell biology which the effects of gravity on living systems are studied (Schatz and Linke-Hommes, 1989; Hiramoto, 1990) . In the spacecraft orbit around the Earth, the direction of local background gravity varies from 0°along the rolling axis of vehicle to various directions in which three dimensional calculation shall be assumed. In this study, the effect of esymmetdc gravity acceleration exerted on the human cetl with the direction of background gravity in 30°, 45°and 60°m easured from the vertical axis of the container are investigated. The purpose of this study is to investigate time sequence evolution of human cell deformation under various magnitudes of gravity acceleration.
Both free floating cells and cells contacted to high and low inclined walls will be investigated.
Experimental obsenrations of lymphocyte deformation throughout human cell shape change exposed to variable gravity levels from 10 "_to 2 go have been tested and observed in the Kc-135 aircraft. Model computation and experimental observations are compared.
II, Mathematical Model
The present study examines time-dependent human cell behavior, in particular the dynamics of the human cell immersed inside the culture fluids imposed by the reduced gravity accelerations. In this study, a time-dependent three dimensional mathematical formulation is adopted. 
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Let the profile of the interface between human cell and culture liquid be given by:
The initial condition of the profile of the interface between human cell and culture liquid at t = t o is assigned explicitly, and is given by:
A set of boundary conditions has to be supplied for solving the equations.
These initial interface profiles used in this study have been given explicitly through the steady state computa_ons made by Hung and Leslie (1992 a) and Hung et al (1990 b) which were checked by the experiments carried out by Leslie (1985) .
These boundary conditions are as follows: (1 
where R_ and R_ are the radius of curvatures of two major axes n t_e point of interests along the cell-liquid interface.
These R_ and R 2 can be expressed in terms of the configuration of the cell-liquid interface in cylindrical coordinates as follows:
where the configuration of the cell-liquid interface is z= H(t = t_, r, 8); H, = _H/ar; H e = c_H/_8, and D = (1 + H, 2 + He;t/l_ l';t. Here aXj ax I 3 _k S the viscous stress tensor; p, the viscous coefficient of the first kind; <, the viscous coefficient of the second kind; P, the pressure; o', the surface tension of the cell-liquid interface; and n_ the unit vector normal to the interface; and 6,i, the Kronecker delta function. Also, subscripts C and L denote conditions at cell and culture liquid fluids, respectwely, across the cell-liquid interface.
The fluid stresses across the cell-liquid interface can be decomposed to the components normal and tangential to the interface.
For the component tangential to the interface, one can take a dot product of a unit vector, t,, to Equations (2-9) and (2-10), which leads to
For the component normal to the interface, one can also take a dot product of the unit vector normal to the interface, n, to Equations (2-9) and (2-10), which leads to
Detailed descriptions of the computational algorithm applicable to cell-liquid dynamics under microgravity environment are given in our earlier studies (Hung et al., 1991 a,b; 1992 a, b, c; 1993 a,b,c; Hung and Pan, 1993; Hung and Shyu, 1993 a,b,c) . In this study, a single human blood cell with a radius of 10 pm which is immersed in the infinite large volume of culture liquid has been used in the numerical simula'aon. Both the free floating celt and the cell contacted to the upper and lower inclined walls imposed by the timedependent reduced gravrty acceleration are considered in this study.
The temperature of the blood cell and culture liquid is 20°C. In th_ study the following data were used: culture liquid density = 0. In this study, gravity acceleration varies from 10 .3 to 2 go (= 9.81 cm/s2).
III. Dynamical Behavior of Free Floatina Cell in Reduc Gravity
Equaraons (2-1)to (2-4) have been solved numerically subjected to the in,at condition, given in Equation (2-7), and boundary conditions, grven in Equations (2-8) to (2-12). The initJat condraon of cell profile imposed by gravity acceleration of 10_ go is a spherical shape floating freely immersed inside the culture liquid.
For the case of free floating cell, gravity acceleration _salways pointing toward the negative direction of the vertJcal z-axis which is perpendicular to the horizontal r-8 plane in cylindrical coordinates. The experimental observation shows that the cell shape appeared to have a "flattened" appearance during the period of time when gravity changed from 10 .3 to 2 go. These expenmental results of cell dsformat]on agree exactly with the theoretical model described above.
Vl. Discussion and Conclusion
The dynamical behavior of the configurations of human cell immersed in the culture liquid affected by the time dependent variar0on of gravity acceleration ranging from 10"_to 2 go in 15 seconds have been invesbgated by numencally solving t_me-dependent three-dimensional Navier-Stokee equabons subject to the initial and boundary conditions. Both f_ee floabng cell and cell contacted to upper and lower inclined walls imposed by the bme-dependent reduced gravity accelerabon are considered in this study. Three diffe{ent cases of inclined wall for angles between inclined plane wall and vertical z-axis at 30°, 45°and 60°are studied.
The following conclusions are drawn for the variation of human cell configurations as the gravity acceleration changes from 10 .3 o 2 go based on the numerical simulation:
(1) For the case of free floating cell immersed in the culture liquid, the vertical cross-section of the cell configuration changes from spherical and elongates horizontally to become horizontally elongated ellipsoid as gravity acceleration increases; (2) For the case of lower inclined wall contacted cell immersed in the culture liquid, the ve_cal cross-section of the cell configuration also changes from spherical and elongates horizonta_ to become horizontally elongated ellipsoid s_ng on lower inclined wall as gravity acceleration increases; (3) For the case of the upper inclined wall contacted cell immersed in the culture liquid, the vertical cross-section of cell configuration changes from spherical and elongates vertically to become vertically elongated ellipsoid hung to the upper inclined wall as gravity accelera'don increases; (4) For free floating cell and both lower and upper inclined walls contacted cells immersed in the culture liquid, the horizontal cross-section of cell configurations are all in circular-shaped; however, the diameter of both free floating and lower inclined wall contacted cell, measured in horizontal direction or ver'dcal to gravitational force direc'don increases as gravity acceleration increases while the diameter of the upper inclined wall contacted cell, also measured in horizontal direction, decreases as the gravity acceleration increases; (5) On the contzary to Item (4), the shapes of ver'dcal cross-section (or cross-section along the direction of gravity force) for free floating cell and both lower and upper inclined wall contacted cells are all in the form of elliptical-shaped; however, the major axis of ellipsoidal shaped cell are along the horizontal direction for free floating cell and lower inclined wall contacted cell while the major axis of ellipsoidal shaped cell is along the ve_cal direction for upper inclined wall contacted cell; and (6) For both lower and upper inclined walls contacted cells immersed in the culture liquid, the length of the ellipsoid-shaped cell along the major axis is greater for the smaller angles of lower inclined wall contacted cell sitting on the plane while the length of the ellipsoid-shaped cell along the major axis is smaller for the smaller angles of the upper inclined wall contacted cell hanging to the plane.
Experimental observation, carried out in the KC-135 flee-fall aircraft test of the deformation of human cells exposed to the variation of gravity levels, show that the results of experimental observations agree exactly with the theoretical model computation described in this paper.
The results of the present study show that the timedependent variation of gravity acceleration will affect the configurations of the human cells. This study demonstrates the significance of biological organization, genetics, morphological characteristics of single cell and whole organisms will be deeply affected under microgravity conditions.
